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Listen to a short interview with Mary BeardHost: Chris Gondek | Producer: Heron & CraneIt followed every
major military victory in ancient Rome: the successful general drove through the streets to the temple of
Jupiter on the Capitoline Hill; behind him streamed his raucous soldiers; in front were his most glamorous
prisoners, as well as the booty he'd captured, from enemy ships and precious statues to plants and animals
from the conquered territory. Occasionally there was so much on display that the show lasted two or three
days.

A radical reexamination of this most extraordinary of ancient ceremonies, this book explores the
magnificence of the Roman triumph--but also its darker side. What did it mean when the axle broke under
Julius Caesar's chariot? Or when Pompey's elephants got stuck trying to squeeze through an arch? Or when
exotic or pathetic prisoners stole the general's show? And what are the implications of the Roman triumph, as
a celebration of imperialism and military might, for questions about military power and "victory" in our own
day? The triumph, Mary Beard contends, prompted the Romans to question as well as celebrate military
glory.

Her richly illustrated work is a testament to the profound importance of the triumph in Roman culture--and
for monarchs, dynasts and generals ever since. But how can we re-create the ceremony as it was celebrated
in Rome? How can we piece together its elusive traces in art and literature? Beard addresses these questions,
opening a window on the intriguing process of sifting through and making sense of what constitutes
"history."
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From reader reviews:

Nicole Marcil:

Book is actually written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can know everything you want by a e-book.
Book has a different type. As we know that book is important issue to bring us around the world. Alongside
that you can your reading talent was fluently. A book The Roman Triumph will make you to end up being
smarter. You can feel far more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of you think
in which open or reading any book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they could be
thought like that? Have you searching for best book or ideal book with you?

Mike Hendrix:

Now a day those who Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not call for people to be aware of each data they get. How individuals to be
smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Studying a
book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information particularly this The Roman Triumph book since
this book offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred per-cent
guarantees there is no doubt in it everbody knows.

Donald Cortes:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the subject The Roman
Triumph suitable to you? The book was written by famous writer in this era. The particular book untitled The
Roman Triumphis a single of several books this everyone read now. This particular book was inspired a
number of people in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new dimension that you ever
know before. The author explained their plan in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to understand
the core of this guide. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. To help you see
the represented of the world within this book.

Gale Coachman:

Would you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book
store? Aim to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its handle may
doesn't work at this point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in
the outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer could be The Roman Triumph why because the amazing
cover that make you consider about the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content will be
fantastic as the outside as well as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.
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